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SAMMANFATTNING

Säkerhetsanalyser av reaktortryckkärl är ett område

som är av stor betydelse för energipolitiska bedömningar.

Detta har förmodligen blivit ännu mer accentuerat i och med

utgången av folkomröstningen om kärnkraftpragrammet. På

senare år har flera studier genomförts med syfte att upp-

skatta brottsannolikheten hos ett reaktortryckkärl.

I Sverige utfördes en sådan studie 1976 vid institutionen

för hållfasthetslära, KTH. Ett av huvudproblemen såväl i

denna som i andra undersökningar var att finna relevanta

ingångsdata till den statistiska modellen.

För att erhålla information om vilka storheter som på-

verkar den resulterande brottsannolikheten mest har den

aktuella studien genomförts i form av en så kallad känslig-

hetsanalys .

En statistisk modell baserad på linjär elastisk brott-

mekanik har utvecklats. Detta är i huvudsak en modifikation

av den i den tidigare studien använda modellen. Osäkerheter

i följande materialegenskaper och övriga stor-heter beaktas.

1) Brottspghet

2) Detekteringsförmåga vid oförstörande provning

3) Initiell defektdistribution, storlek och antal.

Belastningarna (tryck och termiska laster) samt utmattnings-

data betraktas däremot som deterministiska. I modellen finns

också möjlighet att beakta provtryckning och återkommande

provning.

En uppsättning ingångsdata, nedan benämnd grundmodellen,

bestämdes. Dessa får antas representera bästa möjliga data

med hänsyn till nuläget. Den resulterande brottsannolikheten

för alla svetsar på den ostörda manteln beräknades och
- fl

befanns vara p? (T) = B.34*10 . T är här tankens livslängd.Dtot
Det bör' påpekas att någon större signifikans inte bör till-

ordnas den absoluta storleken av p,, , (TI. I denna studie

är vi främst intresserade av att studera relativa avvikelser



vid förändring av ingångsdata.

En del observationer kan göras på basis av resultaten

för grundmodellen. Om med p, (t) menas sannolikheten att
utot

brott uppstår i tidsintervallet noll till tiden t, finner

man att p., , (t) stiger snabbt under de första fyra åren

för att därefter vara i stort sett konstant och lika med

Pt-,.1. .(T). Detta sammanhänger med den "provningseffekt" man

får av varje lastfall som är svårare än något av dem som

förekommit tidigare. En konsekvens av detta är att en

inspektion som företas efter säg fyra år har mycket liten

effekt på den totala brottsannolikheten p, , .(T).
btot

Vidare befanns provtryckningens brottriskreducerande

effekt vara försumbar. Detta sammanhänger med belastnings-

förhållande vid provtryckning jämfört med driftsfall samt

brottseghetens avtagande med ökande temperatur i

intervallat 50-300 °C.

Känslighetsanalysen utfördes sedan på följande sätt.

Ingångsdata för t ex brottsegheten varieras medan övriga

data hålls konstanta och lisa med grundmodellen. Därvid

befanns att p, J.(T) är mycket känslig för förändringar i

ingångsdata för brottseghet och storleksfördelning av

initiella defekter, p, , x.(T) är i stort set*- direkt propor-

tionell mot antalet förväntade defekter. När det gäller

detekterbarheten är brottsannolikheten approximativt inverst

proportionell mot sannolikheten för upptäckt av sprickor med

en storlek i intervallet 10- 15 mm. Slutligen var brott-

sannolikheten okänslig för ändringar i utmattningsdata.

För en speciell typ av sprickor i en matarvattenstuts

genomfördes en partiell, approximativ analys. Några definitiva

slutsatser kan inte dras, men resultaten antyder att regioner

av denna typ ger väsentligt högre bidrag till den totala

brottsannolikheten än vad som fås för svetsar på manteln.



Notations used in the report

-3/2Kj = stress intensity factor [MN m ].

-3/2KT = fracture toughness [MIM m ].

K!Ha) = stress intensity factor at the k:th loading
as a function of crack length [NN m "3/2] .

AK,(a) = stress intensity factor amplitude corresponding
the k:th loading cycle as function of crack
length [PIN m"3/2] .

a = crack length parameter [m].

Aa = crack growth increment in the k:th cycle [m] .

a = initial crack length [m] .

a (a ) = crack length in the k:th cycle as function of
the initial crack size [ml.

j) = material function describing fatigue crack growth.

f , = probability distribution function for fracture
l*J toughness.

(x) = probability density function for fracture toughness,

KlJ = maximum value of stress-intensity factor in the
interval between the i:th and j-l:th loading
cycle [MN m " 3 ' 2 ] .

Pr la) = probability of not detecting a crack of length a.

H = Heaviside's step function.

% = times (measured in loading cycles) when the
g:th non-destructive testing is performed.

p. (a ) = the a priori fracture probability (up to the
time corresponding the i:th cycle) as function
of the initial crack length a .

f__ = probability density function for initial crackao .
size.

p. = the a priori fracture probability due to one
crack of unspecified initial size.

p. = the a priori fracture probability due to n cracks.

pi = the a priori fracture probability due to the
cracks in a group.
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p_ = the probaDility of no cracks in a group.
5

r1 = number of groups.

= fracture probability due to the r:th group.

pj. . = the toal a priori fracture probability up to
the time corresponding the i:th cycle.

Phf ±.(t) = the total a priori fracture probability up to
DZOZ the time t.

Kj(a ) = stress-intensity factor of the pressure test as
° function of crack length [MN m~3/2].

p. (a ) = probability of non-detection in the pressure test
u p ° as function of crack length.

= probability distribution function for fracture
toughness at the pressure test.

-3/2o • axial stress in the vessel [MN m ].

-3/2a = hoop stress in the vessel [MN m ] .

E = Young's modulus [MN m ].

a • thermal expansion koefficient.

T(x,t) = temperature at the distance x from the inner wall
as function of time t [ K] .

T (t) - mean temperature in the wall as function of
m time t [°KJ.

b • length of a crack [m].

h = thickness of vessel wall [mj.

a = membrane stress in the vessel wall [MN m ].
m

a. = bending stress in the vessel wall [MN m ].

f., t~ 3 correction functions for the stress-intensity
factor due to membrane resp. bending stresses
for a surface crack.

S-i» 87 = correction functions for the stress-intensity
factor due to membrane resp. bending stresses
for a central crack.

3j = critical value of J-integral, evaluated at the
initiation of crack growth [MN/mj.

v • Poisson's ratio.
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= mean value of fracture toughness [MN m ].

= standard deviation of fracture toughness
[MN m-3/2],

constants in fatigue crack growth law.

= truncation level for gamma-distribution.

= scale factor in truncated gamma-distribution.

= constants in gamma-distribution.

= total length of welds.

= mean number of crackn per meter weld.

= probability of missing a very large defect.

= constant in the non-detection function [m ].

Pbtot m =

ik

pbtot (t) =
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KI

total a priori failure probability for the basic
model for the whole service life.

conditional failure probability at time t.

total a priori failure probability for varied
set of input data.

derivative of total failure probability with
respect to initial crack length.

constants in Weibull-distribution.

detection level in modified non-detection
law [m].

inner radius of nozzle [m].

thickness of nozzle wall Lm].

radius of pressure vessel [m].

correction function for stress-intensity factor
for crack in nozzle.

stress-intensity factor for a crack in the nozzle
due to thermal stresses.

stress-intensity factor for a crack in the
nozzle due to pressure.



1. INTRODUCTION

One of the most debated subjects in Sweden during

the recent years has been the question of use of nuclear

energy. Among the various aspects about this question,

safety problems have played a central role in the debate.

Although the integrity of a reactor pressure vessel since

long has been discussed by specialists, the referendum held

in March 1980 gave impetus to a public discussion about

this subject both in the press and among politicians. It

can therefore safely be said that risk analysis of reactor

pressure vessels constitutes a field of very high technical

interest as well as being of major importance for political

decisions about energy policy. This has perhaps become even

more accentuated by the outcome of the referendum, where

there was a majority for a continuation of the previously

planned nuclear program.

It is not possible to base any risk calculi Lions on

observed data, cincc no fracture of a nuclear pressure

vessel has occurred. Instead, an indirect way has to be

followed. Theories for how a fracture develops are used

and the various quantities in these models ^re assigned

a random nature. Several such investigations have been per-

formed (ref [1] - [4]). In Sweden a study of this kind was

presented in 1976 (Nilsson [5] - [6]). One of the main

difficulties encountered in this and other investigations

was the problem of finding relevant input data. Therefore,

the calculated total fracture probabilities so far in many

cases rest on rather arbitrary assumptions regarding the

natjre of input data. In order to get better estimates of

the fracture probability it is thus necessary to perform

investigations with aim of claryfying the statistical

properties of such things as material data, detection proba-

bility etc. However, this is a tremendous task and it is of

interest to know the most important factors. With such

knowledge it would be possible to concentrate the efforts

on the most important items for the total safety.

In order to shed some light on these questions the



present study has been initialized. It has the form of a

sansitivity analysis. Thus a theoretical probability model

is developed. This is based on the previous work reported

in [5]. In some respects the present model is more general

than the previous one. In other respects simplifications

have been made in light of the previously obtained results.

A basic set of input data is then selected, which is

thought to be the best possible estimate at the moment.

Then variations about this basic set are performed and the

resulting changes of the total fracture probability are

calculated. This can then give an indication of how sensitive

the total failure probability is to the changes of different

parts of the assumed input data. Thus the main interest in

this investigation is not in the absolute values of the risk

but rather on relative values between different sets of

input data.

2. THEORY

In this paper we will analyse the failure risk exclusive-

ly with aid of the methods of linear elastic fracture

mechanics (LEFM). In many of the cases considered here the

use of a non-linear fracture theory would bb more adequate.

The main reason for using LEFM is because non-linear fracture

mechanics has not yet reached the stage of development where

it can be conveniently applied to practical problems.

Furthermore, in most cases it is believed that the use of

LEFM gives conservative predictions of fracture.

By the methods of LEFM a measure of the severeness of

sharp defect (crack) can be calculated. This is the stress-

intensity factor K-r which is determined from the geometry of

the structure and the crack together with the applied loads.

It is then assumed that fracture occurs if

Ic M)

where Kjc is a material property, termed the fracture tough-

ress.

We will in the following consider a certain group of



cracks with the common property that they are of the same

shape and subjected to the same type of loading conditions.

The properties of these cracks are assumed to be defined by

one length parameter, here denoted a.

The structure will during its service time be subjected

to a number of loadings. For each loading and given crack

length it is then possible to calculate the stress-intensity

factor KT(a). We can also calculate the cycles of KT, which
kis denoted AK-r(a).

For description of the fatigue crack propagation, we

use a law of the form

Aak = g(AK^) (2)

1̂
where g is a material function and Aa is the crack growth

increment of the k:th cycle. The results of our previous

investigation [5] showed that the total amount of fatigue

crack growth is very small. We therefore feel justified to

neglect any scatter in fatigue data. We also take the loading

sequence as known and it is thus possible to calculate the

crack length at every instant. It will then of course be

dependent on the initial crack length. Thus we get a (aQ)'

Consider one of the cracks in the group with initial

length a . After solving the crack growth equation, we can

calculate the maximum value of the stress-intensity factor
k kduring each load cycle, i.e. K,(a (aQ)).

The fracture toughness is now taken as a random variable

with the probability distribution function FKT C^
X^* The pro-

bability density function is then given by

During any partial sequence of loadings the maximum

value of K-, can be determined. We introduce the following

notation.



We consider a time interval k = 1 to k = i -1. It is assumed

that no non-destructive testing is performed during this

period. The a priori fracture probability is then simply

The effect of a non-destructive testing after the cycle

k = i, < i-1 is now considered. The probability of not detecting

a defect with size a is assumed to be given by a function

Pru(a). If the crack is detected, it is assumed that it will

not cause failure (e.g. repair). In order to calculate the

fracture probability in this case it is necessary to divide

the interval k=1, i=1 into two subintervals. The appropriate

expression for the a priori fracture probability becomes

14- \ IA U-
O ) ' H(Kmax " K

where H denotes the Heaviside step function.

This can easily be generalized to the nase of multiple

inspections. Let the times for the non-destructive testing

be given by k = i where q = 0 corresponds to a pre-service

inspection. Let I be the last inspection in the time inter

val k = 1 to k a i - 1 . The failure probability for this time

interval is given by eq. (7)

1 P - K, 1 11 • n

In eq. (7) the a priori probability of fracture due to

a crack of given initial length a is expressed. Suppose now

that the size of initial cracks is a random variable with

the frequency function fa . If this is taken into account

the fracture probability due to one crack is obtained from



pba = ' f*o(x) 4U) dx (9)

x = 0

The following assumption is now made. We consider a

group of n cracks with similar properties. It is assumed

that the fracture toughness associated with each of these

cracks is statistically independent from the toughness

associated with the others within this group. This seems to

be a realistic assumption if the cracks are sparse. The

combined failure probability of these n cracks is then

The number of cracks within the group is now assumed to

discrete random variable. Let p der

of n cracks. Eq. (9) is then replaced by

be a discrete random variable. Let p denote the probability

pi = 1 - z p (i - p; ) do)
bas _n s ba

Finally, if there are r* groups of cracks, each with

fracture probability p. , we get the total failure probabi-

lity from eq. (11).

r1
-*• A » ¥ f ji •*• * "\ f A A \

If the failure probabilities involved are small, simpli-

fications are possible. Assume that p. << 1 in eq. (10),

which then can be approximately written

Pbas W *n PS"
 n Pba = " ?ba if " ? L « 1 f123

n = u

n is here the expected number of cracks and we find that

the fracture probability is approximately proportional to n

if the resulting probabilities are small.

A similar approximation can be done on eq. (11), i.e.

p} M I p^r if p}r « 1 (13)
btot r_>] ba

 rba

We finally consider the effect of a pre-service pressure



test. If the pressure test was performed at the same

temperature as the service temperature, it could simply be

treated as the first loading in the sequence. However, it

is usually performed at another temperature with the result

that K, may be significantly different from KT at service

temperature. If it is assumed that the KT -value at the

pressure test is statistically independent from the value

of service, the pressure test can be treated analogously

to a non-destructive testing. Thus let K?(a ) be the stress-

intensity factor at the pressure test. The probability of

non-detection pr (a ) is then equal to the probability of
t Up O

non-failure, i.e.

/ r-, \

(14)

where F̂ .. is the distriDution function for the fracture tough-

ness at the pre-service test. The assumption of independence

is of course questionable, but no information about the

interdependence of K, at different temperatures exists.

This concludes the description of the theoretical model.

In order to handle the above equations numerically, a FORTRAN

program based on the NAG-routines [7] was developed. The in-

put data used in the calculations are described below together

with the results.

3. BASIC SET OF INPUT DATA

The sensitivity analysis is performed for the region

defined by the welds on the mantle of the pressure vessel.

Only welds placed remotely away from nozzles and other stress

raisers are considered. This is due to the lack of reliable

stress analysis for regions with a complex geometry. In

general only stresses at the surface are calculated and

the calculation of thermal stresses seems uncertain. In a

subsequent section some partial calculations on a feed-

water nozzle are presented.

In this section the input data and assumptions for the

basic probability calculations are described. In following

sections these input data are varied and the variation of

the resulting failure probability is studied.



3.1 Stress calculations

The particular vessel considered is the one belonging

to aggregate 2 in Forsmark. The wall of the vessel is sub-

jected to both pressure and temperature loads. The values of

the pressure and of the temperature variation were taken

from a so-called master diagram supplied by the reactor

constructor. These are anticipated values for a number of

events that are assumed to occur a specified number of times

during the service life of the vessel. Of course, measured

data from a vessel under service would be preferable to use,

but unfortunately there seems to exist no systematic collec-

tion of such data. The desired information is in principle

available in service records and gage recordings from the

reactors now in service. However, a compilation of these data

is a rather tedious and time consuming task, but in our

opinion it would be worthwhile and we therefore recommend

this a subject of future research.

The stresses due to the pressure are calculated by

elementary methods. The thermal stresses are somewhat more

complicated. First, the temperature distribution in the wall

during a temperature transient has to be determined. It is

assumed that the inner surface has the same temperature as

the water or steam in the tank, i.e. an infinite heat transfer

coefficient is assumed. The outer surface is taken as insulated

The temperature time gradients are specified as piecewise

linear in the master diagram. The temperature distribution in

the wall is assumed to be a second-degree polynomial which

satisfies the boundary conditions on the inner and outer

surface, respectively. The remaining free parameter in the

polynomial is then determined by an application of Galerkin's

principle. Previous work [8] has shown that approximate

methods of this kind leads to good results in problems of the

present type. Thus, temperature distribution through the wall

was determined as a function of time for each event in the

master diagram.

Since the wall thickness is much smaller than the radius

of the vessel, the stresses can be calculated from (15).

° z
 = °{p * '

 Ea IT(x,t) - Tm(tn (15)



Here a is the axial stress, o is the hoop stress, E is

the Young's modulus, a is the thermal expansion coefficient,

T(x,t) is the temperature a distance x from the inner surface

and T_(t) is the mean temperature of the wall.

The total stress, i.e. both due to pressure and tempera-

ture gradient, could then bn calculated as functions of x

and t for each event.

For the weld placed immediately below the head flange

a bending stress, due to prestressing of the screws in the

flange, had to be added. This weld is not included in the

calculations on the basic model unless explicitly mentioned.

3.2 Defect geometry and stress-intensity factors

The defect types that have been considered are shown

in Fig. 1. All cracks are assumed to be elliptical or semi-

elliptical with an aspect ratio a/b equal to 1/6. The cracks

can either be surface cracks (on the inner and outer surface)

or central cracks. Two different orientations are considered

i.e. either parallel with or perpendicular to the weld direc-

tion. Real cracks can of course be of arbitrary shape and

orientation, but the assumed types should be a fairly realis-

tic average of what might occur in view of actual defects

that have been observed.

For calculation of the stress-intensity factors the

stress distributions obtained as described above have been

linearized in the following way (see Fig. 2). Over the crack

surface we consider a linearly varying stress defined by the

mean stress a and the bending stress a. . a and o, are

determined by the conditions that, the resultant force and

moment, respectively, over the crack depth a shall be equal

for the linearized stress and for the one calculated by the

previously described procedure.

For surface cracks the stress-intensity factor is then

given by

f^a/h) • ab f2(a/h)} (16)

The functions f,. and fy have been taken from ref. [9] and

are shown in Fig. 3.



Fig. 1. Assumed defect geometries for welds on the mantle,



Fig. 2. Linearization of stress-distribution.
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Similarly, for central cracks eq. (17) is used.

Kj = /ffä" {o"m g^a/h) + ab g2(a/h)} (17)

The functions g,. and g2 are determined by the approximate

procedure suggested in [5] and are also shown in Fig. 3.

In this way the maximum Ky-value for each event and

the stress-intensity factor range AK, could be determined as

a function of crack depth. The events that are classified as

normal and upset have been considered, since they occur

with some frequency during the reactor life. ln total 14

different events are considered which corresponds to a total

of 16 ooo load cycles during the service life.

The quantities discussed up to this point have been

considered as given and are not varied in the sensitivity

analysis.

3.3 Fracture toughness

One main difficulty when trying to apply linear elastic

fracture mechanics to a nuclear pressure vessel at service

temperature is that no valid K, -values can be obtained. The

material used, A533-B, is far too tough to udmit linear

K-j. -testing at elevated temperatures. Most investigations

have instead relied on the JT philosophy (e.g. östensson
X C

[10], Nilsson and östensson [11]). It is here assumed that

there exists a critical value of the J-integral at which

crack growth initiation takes place. An equivalent value of

the fracture toughness is then determined by eq. (18).

/ c \ 1 / 2

KIc = l^Ic -^2) M 8 )

Here v is the Poisson's constant. It is important to realize

that the K, -value obtained in this way need not necessarily

coincide with a value obtained by a valid linear K^-testing,

since in principle different evaluation precedures are used.

In a recent work by Nilsson and östensson [12] an

extensive study of J, -values in welded A533-B at a tempera-

ture of 275 C was carried out. The results from this work

gave rise to serious doubts about the Jj -philosophy when

applied to the present material. Therefore, it is difficult
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to choose a fracture toughness value which can be considered

as relevant. Guided by results in [12] we assume, however,

a mean value for the fracture toughness equal to mi/T = 170
3/2 . . .

MN/m in the basic input data. Adopting the same procedure

as in [5] the standard deviation is estimated to Si/, = 25.8
3/2 Ic

MN/m . This is slightly higher than the standard deviation

of 13 MN/m3/2 observed in [12].

As regards the frequency function no significant evidence

against the hypothesis of a normal distribution has been found.

We thus for the basic set of data assume Ky to be normally

distributed, i.e.
(x -m|<TJ _ = 17Q

1 2 S£
fK (x) = • e KIc with (ig)

*Ic S K I C = 25.8 IWrri

The pre-service pressure test is performed at room temperature,

östensson [10] found that the JT -value at this temperature

exceeds the JT -value at service temperature. From [10] a
3/2mean-value of KT of 220 MN/m is used. The standard devia-

I c 3/2

tion is estimated to be 36.0 MN/m by the same procedure

as in [5]. We assume a normal distribution ilso at this

temperature.

3.4 Fatigue crack propagation data

In the basic set the same data as in our previous work

[5] is used. These data were originally obtained by Mager et

al [13]. They tested A533-B both in air at room temperature

and in water at 300 °C. No statistically significant difference

was observed. The results followed Paris' law well. Using the

notation given above in eq. [2) we have

C = 0.8-10"10

g(AKT) = C C A K T ) 0 with (20)
1 l B = 2.07

3/2if a is measured in meters and Kj in MN/m .
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3.5 Initial crack distribution

There is still very little known about the initial

crack distribution in heavy welds. We have therefore chosen

to work with the same data as in the previous report [5].

Motivations for using these particular data can be found in

[5]. Thus, for the length distribution we assume a truncated

gamma distribution which has the form

0 if x < X Q

(x) = (20)
ao k, x« e" x / A if x > x , a > -1

i o

k.. is here a constant that is determined from the condition

00

/ f (x) dx = 1 (21)

The following values of the constants were used in the basic

set:

xQ = 0.005 m

6 = -0.956

A = 0.0032 m

k1 = 13.63

The number of cracks was assumed to follow c Poisson process,

i.e.

n ( L " a ) L"ap n = a__ e
 a (22)

s n!

Here L is the total length of the welds and n the mean

number of cracks per meter weld. It is to be observed that

this value has to be chosen with respect to the used trunca-

tion level x . The same value n as in [5] is used consistent

o a
with the truncation level 0.005 m.

n = 0.0503 cracks/meter welda

The total length of weld in the considered region of the F2

reactor is ca. 175 m, thus giving a total myan value of 8.75

cracks/vessel. As shown previously, the resulting failure
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probability will be directly proportional to n L, other
a

quantities held fixed.

It was furthermore assumed that thp numb or of cracks

was distributed uniformly on the different types and orienta-

tion of cracks within the welds.

DetectabiIi ty

It is obvious that the efficiency of non-destructive

testing will depend very much on the particular way of using

for example ultrasonics. Also the probability of detection

is surely sensitive to the orientation and position of the

defects. It is therefore a rather crude assumption to describe

the detectabi 1 ity by one single function p- only dependent

on the crack dimension. Again this simplification is due to

the lack of quantitative knowledge of the effect of different

factors influencing the probability of detection.

We will here use a form for p~ , previously used by

Lidiard and Williams [4] among others.

p~ (a) = c + (1 - e) £~ya (23)
Kf u

p. (a) is the prob.ibi 1 i ty oF not detecting a ilf:fei:t of length

a. e is a constant which essunt idl ly is I, he probability of

missing a very large defect. In [4] e is estimated to be in
- 3 - 3

the interval 4*10 " < e < 6-10 * . We have hure used the value

of 5 '10 . y i-'-; another constant which determines the form

of pj, . In the basic set of data we use the same value as in
-1

[4], \i - 113.38 m . In a following section the validity of
these assumptions are to be discussed.

In our basic model we calculate with one pre-service

inspection and one inspection after four years service life

(see note 1). The additional partial inspections that are

performed according to the codes are neglected in the present

calculations, since these will have a minor effect on the

total fracture probability, for reasons that will be evident

below.

By th is , the assumptions made for the basic model have

been described and we w i l l in the next section turn to discuss

the results.
Note 1: In reality the first service inspection is performed after 3 years.

However, the load cases considered are anticipated to occur at
least once in four-year period. Therefore, for simplicity we
assumed that the first inspection is done after four years, which
is a slightly conservative assumption.
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3.6 Results for the basic set of data

In Fig. 4 the fracture probability p* , (t) is shown as
utot

a function of time as calculated on basis of the previously

discussed assumptions. It is seen that p. . It) rises very

rapidly initially and after four years remains essentially

constant. The total failure probability for the whole life-

time IT) will be denoted P° t o t CT) and is equal to 8.337.1Q"8.

The reason for the shape of the curve is that the crack growth

due to fatigue is very limited. All of the assumed loading

cases occur during the first four years and the increase of

the fracture probability after that only reflects the limited

amount of crack growth. As a consequence of this, the inspec-

tion performed after the fourth year has only a very small

effect on the total failure probability. If this inspection

was not performed the total fracture probability would in-

crease to 1.008 pP (T), i.e. less than one percent increase.

We could express this as that the crack control effect because

of the applied load cycles is much more effective than the

periodic inspection. This conclusion would of course not hold

if the fatigue crack growth was significant. It is also

important to remember that the calculations only deal with

welds on the mantle remote from stress-raisfcrs. If e.g. the

weld below the head flange is included the total failure

probability increases to 8.885-10 , i.e. 1.05 p° ,(T). The

value of pP AT) should thus not be taken as an absolute

value of total fracture risk for the whole vessel. The purpose

of this investigation is rather to study the relative changes

due to variations of different input data.

One other conclusion that can be drawn is that the

fracture probability is insensitive to whether the vessel is

used ten years or forty years. In our opinion the commonly

used custom of calculating failure risk per vessel year can

be highly misleading.
ik

In Fig. 5 the conditional fracture probability p. is

shown. It is defined as the probability that failure occurs

after the time t, given that no failure has occurred previous-

ly. It is related to the probability p.1 by eq. (23).



10 20 30 40 years
Fig, 4. The a priori failure probability as a function of time.



5.0'

45

40- Solid line: with inspection after 4 years

1.0
< l\ Broken line: without inpection after 4 years

0.5

10 20 $0 40 years
Fig. 5. The conditional failure probability as a function of time.



0.010 0.020 0030 a[m]
Fig. 6. Derivative of fracture probability with respect to initial

crack length.
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ik
Shown in Fig. 5 is p, (t) if the inspection after

four years is performed (full line) and if this inspection

is not performed (dashed line). The inspection thus reduces

this conditional probability by a factor of four during the

later part of the vessel life.

The pre-service inspection has on the other hand more

significant effect on the a priori probability. If no pre-

service inspection is performed the fracture probability in-

creases to 4.02 p° (T).

A deletion of the pre-service pressure test causes almost

no reduction of the failure probability. One reason for this is

that the loading conditions when a temperature transient

occurs under service are more severe than under the pressure

test. Furthermore, the value of the fracture toughness is

lower under service than during pressure test.

In Fig. 6 the quantity p'(a ) is plotted. It is defined

by

p'(a
9p° .(T)£|ot

O

and thus gives information on how cracks of different initial

sizes give contribution to the total fracture probability.

It has a maximum for cracks of about 0.010-0.015 m and this

result appears to be fairly insensitive to different assump-

tions of the crack length distribution. This suggests that

in order to decrease the total fracture risk it is most

efficient to increase the detection capability in this crack

size range.

4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

The sensitivity analysis is performed in the following

way. When the effect of a change in the statistical properties

of one variable is studied, the input data of all other

variables is kept the same as in the basic model.
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4.1 Fracture toughness

In Table 1 the different assumptions regarding fj<;T
are summarized and the resulting failure probability p. AT)

is shown. As mentioned previously it is difficult to choose

appropriate values of K, because of the uncertainty of

relevant testing methods. In the first three cases I-III

we retained the hypothesis of a normal distribution, but the

mean value and the standard deviations are changed. This is

done in such a way that the relative standard deviation is

kept approximately constant. Case I coincides with the basic

model.

We also found it interesting to compare with a case IV

where a Weibull-distribution is assumed. The form of the

frequency function is in this case

fK (x) = K xY e Y + 1 x > 0 (25)

where < and y are constants. The mean value and the standard

deviation are related to these constants by

1

%Ic ^

1/2
(27)

The constants K and Y were chosen so that m., and S,.
N I C K-Ic

agreed with the basic model. In Fig. 7 the four different
frequency functions are plotted.

Case

I
II
III
IV

Distribution

Normal

Normal

Normal

Weibull

170

130

210

170

25.8

19.7

31 .9

25.4

Pbtct(T)

8.34-10"8

1.12-10"6

1 .94-10"8

4.53-10"6

pbto

1

13

0

54

.4

.23

.3

Table 1. Results for variation of f«.



•1
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Different frequency functions for fracture toughness.
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Comparing first cases I and II one finds that a reduc-

tion of mean value by 23.5% increases the failure probability

by a factor of 13. An increase by 23.51 instead results in

a reduction only to 0.23 as in case III. Thus the fracture

probability is very sensitive to changes in the mean of KT ,

which is worth noticing especially since there is the un-

certainty of obtaining relevant fracture toughness data

mentioned previously.

An even more dramatic change is found in case IV. Here

Pot . C T) increases with a factor of 54 even though the mean

value and the standard deviation remains constant. This shows

that it is the behaviour of the tails of distribution that

determines the failure probability. Therefore, it is not

sufficient to determine only mean value and the standard

deviation. This complicates considerably th^ process of

obtaining relevant input data, since a large number of experi-

ments must be performed in order to get information of the

low probability regions.

Some calculations have also been performed with a

truncated frequency function f ^ , i.e. f̂-r (Ky ) • 0 for

KT less than some value KT . . Thus it is assumed that KTIc Icmin Ic

cannot be less than this value.

These calculations show that pj-,, J.(T) is very sensitive

to the choice of KT . . If e.g. KT . is chosen to
q/7 Icmin * Icmin ?1

130 MN/m ' , a total fracture probability of about 10 *' is

obtained.

4.2 Fatigue crack propagation data

The worst fatigue crack propagation for A533-B that we

have are those reported by Bamford [14]. He performed tests

in reactor water environment and also used a considerably

lower frequency (1 cycle/min) than is commonly used. These

factors may explain why his results show higher crack propa-

gation rates than those we have used in the basic model. For

a stress ratio R > 0.5 he reports

5.21.10"15(AKT)
8 AKT<12.1 MN/m3/2

_B % 4 3 / 2 (28)
7.02-10 "(AKj)1'^ AKj>12.1 MN/mJ/*



1Ö61

10

10r8

10Å

basic model

1 5 10
Fig. 8. Fatigue crack propagation data.

50 100 A K,
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In Fig. 8 these crack growth data are shown together

with those of the basic model. At most the data according

to eq. (28) preaict a crack growth rate about 30 times that

of the basic model.

The resulting failure probability is 1.21 p. (T).

Thus, the different assumptions regarding the crack growth

data has a minor effect on the resulting failure probability.

This is of course due to the fact that the total crack growth

is in either case very limited.

It may also be remarked that the crack growth rate given

in the ASME code [15] falls below those of eq. (28) in the

stress-intensity region of interest and the use of these data

would thus give a smaller failure probability.

4.3 Initial crack distribution

Very little is known about the initial crack distribution

in heavy welds. Therefore, we are able to perform only rather

mechanistic variations of the assumptions made in the basic

model.

We consider three cases, where case I is the basic model.

In case II the effect of removing the truncation level in

eq. (20) is studied. The coefficients a and 3 are kept

constant, while k> of course has to be recalculated. Since

we now consider a larger range of crack lengths, it is also

necessary to scale up the expected number of cracks. This

number is for obvious reasons proportional to k.. The expected

total number of cracks larger than zero then becomes 2056.

In case III we still consider a non-truncated gamma-

distribution. The coefficient a is the same as in the basic

model, while Q is chosen twc times larger, i.e. 0.0064. This

results in an increase of the mean value by two times and

that the relative standard deviation is kept constant. The

expected number of cracks is also adjusted so that the expected

number of cracks greater than 0.005 m is the same as in case I

and II. The resulting failure probabilities are summarized

in Table 2 and the different frequency functions are shown

in Fig. 9.



0020 0.030 ajm]
Fig. 9. Different frequency functions for initial crack size.
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Case

I

II

III

pbtot

8,

9.

1 .

.34-

.42-

.15-

(T)

10"8

10"8

10"5

pbtot(

pbtot^

1

1.1

138

T)

T)

3

Table 2. Results for variation of the initial crack size distribution.

It is seen from case II that taking cracks smaller than

0.005 m into account does not affect the fracture probability

by more than 13 percent.

In case III we note a dramatic increase in P D L I . (T) .

This shows how sensitive the failure probability is to the

assumptions regarding initial crack distributions.

4.4 Detectability

The sensitivity analysis was performed by aid of a

slight generalization of the detection function given in

eq. (23). The form used is given by

.*

PfuCa) *
1 a < a"

(29)

This sensitivity analysis has been performed on the assumption

of a non-truncated initial crack distribution equal to case II

in section 4.3. The following results should rather be com-

pared to the fracture probability according to that model,

i.e. 1.13 P b t o t m .

In the first three cases, the detection level a* is

varied according to Table 3. The parameter y is at the same

time varied so that p- (a=0.0722m) is constant for all three

levels. In all these cases the parameter e was kept constant

at 5*10 . Some complementary calculations showed that

reasonable changes in e did not affect the fracture probability

significantly. This is due to the very low probability for

large cracks to occur.

In the fourth case the parameters have been adjusted to

fit an observation of detectability given by de Kazinczy [16].

He finds a considerably lower detectability in the interesting



-2.5

•I

0.020 0.040 0.060 0.080 a[m]
Fi K. 10. Different models for the non-detection function.
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ranges of crack length.

The four different non-detection functions are plotted

in Fig. 10 and the parameters and the resulting probabilities

are compiled in Table 3.

Case a* m y 1/m c Pbtot(T] pbtot[T}/pbtot(T

I
II

III
IV

Q.OOC

0.005

0.010

0.0016

113.38

121.34

130.51

43.38

5-1

5-1

5-1

5-1

0

0

0

0

-3

-3

-3

-3

9.42-1

15.43-1

27.48-1

21.09-1

O"8

a"8

o"8

o"8

1 .13

1 .85

3.35

2.53

Table 3. Sensitivity analysis of parameters in non-detection

function.

The conclusions that can be drawn from the results presented

in Table 3 is that the most important feature of p~ is its

behaviour at crack lengths in the interval 0.010 m to 0.015.

The fracture probability is almost inversely proportional to

the non-detectability in this region. If cracks with a length

below 0.005 m are detected or not has little significance

which is also reflected in the comparison between a truncated

and a nan-truncated initial crack distribution performed in

the previous section.

5. PARTIAL ANALYSIS OF A FEED-WATER NOZZLE

In regions of complex geometry such as e.g. in the

vicinity of a nozzle it is considerably more difficult to

perform relevant fracture analyses than in the mantle. As far

as the authors' know there is today no satisfactory analysis

that takes both the complex stress state and non-linear

material behaviour into account. We will here attempt a very

simple linear analysis of a feed-water nozzle in order to

get some qualitative information of fracture risk.

The geometry of the nozzle and the considered cracks are

shown in Fig. 11. As in the case of the mantle, stresses

occur both due to the pressure loading and due to the thermal

gradients.

Mohammed and bchroeder [17] have recently compared
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existing analyses for the stress-intensity factor due to

pressure loading of geometries of the present type. They

were able to summarize the different results into one

approximate formula eq. 30.

K T - o /TT a / 1 +I (p i

Here

a = the nominal hoop stress in the surrounding

mantle due to pressure

r = the inner radius of the nozzle

h = the thickness of the nozzle wall

R = radius of the pressure vessel

h = wall thickness of the pressure vessel

F is a function of a/h shown in Fig. 12.
m °

The calculation of Ky due to temperature loads was

found to be considerably more difficult. No reliable values

of the stresses due to thermal transients were found, so we

instead performed a very approximate analysis. The nozzle

was considered as a circular hole in a thick plate of infinite

extent. The boundary conditions for the thermal calculations

were taken in the form that the temperature of the medium

inside the nozzle was a prescribed function of time. A heat

transfer coefficient a was then assumed for the interface

between the medium and the nozzle. The determination of a is

very uncertain, since in the real nozzle thermal shields are

mounted in order to reduce the termic shocks. We found no way

of analysing this very complicated problem and the heat trans-

fer coefficients were thus assigned numerical values rather

arbitrarily. The temperature distribution around the hole can

then be obtained by using charts presented by Carslaw-Jaeger

[18]. When the temperature distribution is determined it is

a straight-forward matter to calculate the stresses. The hoop

stresses were then linearized, viz.

°o



Fig. 11. Geometry of the assumed defect in a feed-water nozzle,
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' m

2.oT

1.5-

to-
0.4 Q8 a/h

Hg. 12. Functiun for calculation of KT for corner crack aftpr mf. H71



K.lMNrrf3'2]
'4

Q20 OAO 080 a[m]
Fig. 13. Stress-intensity factors for cracks in feed-water nozzle



0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 a[m]
Fig. 14. Partial fracturu probability for cornBr crack in a nozzle,
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where x is the distance from the inner boundary of the

nozzle wall. Kobayashi et al [19] have calculated stress-

intensity factors for corner cracks in nozzle for this type

of loading. Using the results of [19], the maximum value of

K-p over the crack periphery was obtained from eq. [32).

Kj = 2 y | (1.4 aQ + 0.98 O^J (32)

In Fig. 13 the stress-intensity factor values for the worst

transient (involving a temperature decrease of 236 C) are

shown. Thi calculations are based on a heat transfer coeffi-

cient of 500 W/m K, on basis of the results presented in

a report by Johansson [20]. In Fig. 13 the stress-intensity

factor due to pressure, Kt. , and due to temperature,

K j G m p , are plotted separately. It is found that K j r e S S is

comparable to what is obtained for cracks in the welds on the

mantle, while KT is considerably higher than the correspond

ing values of t'.e mantle.

In Fig. 14 the failure probability for such a crack,

given that it exists, is shown. It is noted that, for large

cracks, the failure probability approaches very large values.

In view of the lack of detection and initial crack distribu-

tion data for cracks of this type, we judged that a continua-

tion of the analysis at the present state of knowledge is

rather meaningless. It is quite obvious that linear fracture

analysis for these cracks is not adequate and a statistical

analysis is not meaningful if the deterministic problem can

not be managed. However, it is to be expected that the

fracture probabilities in these regions can be considerably

higher than for cracks in the welds on the mantle. We there-

fore recommend that careful non-linear analyses of the regions

of stress-concentrations are performed. As mentioned above,

this also involves a rather complicated thermal analysis.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

As discussed previously, we find that the resulting

failure probability is in most cases very sensitive to changes

in input data. Since we lack to a large extent information
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about possible variations in input data it is difficult to

assess these changes of the resulting failure risk. Dur

conclusion is that if a reliable estimate of the failure

probability is desired, far more resources must be given tc

researchers in the various fields involved than has hitherto

been made. It also seems most relevant to concentrate the

efforts to regions of complex geometry where the stresses are

most severe and where it is most difficult tn apply non-

destructive testing. In the previous sections conclusions of

more detailed nature have been given.
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